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at empt to discover a single, superior point of view: that of Aug., to 
which the whole scholastic theology ought to return.  

    Eva luation   

 In response to the accusation of Jansenism, brought against him by 
contemporary adversaries, M. replied that he had developed his 
interpretation of Aug.’s doctrine long before reading the   Augustinus  . 
h e presence of some points of contact with the most radical forms of 
Augustinianism and with the thought of Jansen is, however, docu-
mented in his early work in which Aug. is presented from a highly 
polemical angle. Only in a second phase does the thought of Aug. 
emerge in a more balanced way. M.’s declared passion for Aug. was 
certainly a central thread throughout his works and led him to dei ne 
his Scotist school as ‘entirely Augustinian’. M.’s works contain the 
idea, which became more widespread during the seventeenth century, 
that Aug. had to be defended from false accusations and incomplete 
interpretations. On many occasions, M. ai  rms that he seeks a ‘mid-
dle way’ between the extreme readings of Aug.’s theology, in particular 
on the subject of grace. M. was of the opinion that what really mat-
tered was a contemplative and utopian return to Aug., rediscovered, 
beyond partial interpretations, in his integrity and purity.   

      Em a nuele Colombo     

     Gr ace  ;   Ja nsen, Cor nelius  ;  Ja nsenism ;   Nor is, Henry  ; 
 Pr edestination ;   Scotus, John Du ns  ;  Semi-
Pel agi a nism ;  Societ y of Jesus ;   Thom as Aquinas  ; 
 V icentius of Lér ins ;  W ill     
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    Magic   

       I .  M agic in Aug.’s Thought   

 It is easiest to approach Aug.’s theory of magic as  Robert Markus  does, 
as an aspect of his theory of signs. As Aug. explains in   De doctrina 

Christiana  , signs have meaning because intellective beings have 
agreed upon them; there is no necessary connection between a sign 
and its meaning, and a given sign has no other function but to serve as 
a token in a given linguistic community. Magic pertains to a semiotic 
system which is essentially a ‘ “private” code, restricted to some mem-
bers of this community and used only by them, to communicate with 
demons’ (Markus 146). h is semiotic logic may be followed through 
several dif erent channels in Aug.’s thought. 

 h e idea of magic arises most frequently in contexts where Aug. is 
describing vain religious practices, which he aligns with misunder-
standing or misuse of intentionally given signs ( signa data ). Broadly 
speaking, one can extrapolate from Aug.’s oeuvre three ways in which 
human beings are liable to magical misuse of signs, all of which are 
important in the reception of Aug.’s views in later centuries. One is by 
deliberate demonic invocation, or use of divine names to subjugate 
lower classes of spirits for private ends rather than the public good. 
h is idea is given an early outline in question 79 of his   De diversis 

quaestionibus octoginta tribus  , where Aug. likens Christians who sub-
due demons with divine names to evil soldiers who terrify property 
owners by misuse of the emperor’s signs. Such Christians are exacting 
something from powers charged to yield to the honour of Christ, but 
not on Christ’s behalf. h us, ‘magicians [do miracles] through private 
contracts, good Christians through public justice, and evil Christians 
through the signs of public justice’ ( div. qu.  79.4). In these cases, the 
misuse of signs to control   *demons   in order to ef ect miraculous 
phenomena is an explicit and deliberate practice: demons are know-
ingly subjugated through the unethical misuse of divine signs. 

 However Aug.’s arguments against magic do not always target 
explicit and deliberate practices of demonic control. A second context 
in which Aug. treats magic as a religious error is in his discussion in 
the   City of God   of the uses and observances of theurgy, or purii cation 
of the soul leading to visionary contact with gods or   *angels   through 
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rites of invocation and initiation. In various loci, but especially in bks 
8–10, bracing his argument against Apuleius, Cicero, the Hermetic 
  Asclepius  , and Porphyry, Aug. argues that all practices claiming to 
invoke angelic contacts are actually demonic. h e fact that these so-
called angels can be subjected to the operator’s   *will   through threats 
and entreaties implies a passible godhead, al  icted with needs and 
desires. Since it is not possible to presume thus of God, when the 
theurgic practitioner successfully invokes any entities at all, even 
those claiming to be divine or angelic cannot be other than demonic. 
From the fact that they can be invoked, ‘it can be understood what 
kind of gods they are or what kind of vision it is that he says is caused 
by these theurgic consecrations, in which those things are not seen 
which truly exist’ ( civ.  10.9). 

 h ere is a third kind of religious error which might seem to the least 
intentional of all, but in practice was to become a standard component 
of Christian dei nitions of magic h is is the error of superstition. In 
 doctr. Chr. , Aug. mentions, in the category of superstition, idolatry, 
magic arts (identii ed with explicit divination by demons), various 
divinatory techniques including haruspicy, augury, and ‘all ligatures 
and remedies, which medical science also condemns, whether in the 
form of incantation or certain marks which they call “characters,” or 
any of those things that have to be suspended and tied on, or even 
gestured with in any way, not for the purpose of tempering bodies, but 
for the purpose of some sort of occult or manifest signii cations’ 
(2.20.30). 

 Note here that it is not the powers or  virtutes  of the ligatures which 
are ‘occult’ but rather the  signii cationes . h at is, Aug. is not condemn-
ing the use of occult natural forces in amulets but rather the use of 
 meanings , even (or especially) where meanings are not plainly mani-
fest. It is important to note that the base logic of Aug.’s magical theory 
really depends upon his theory of signs and meanings, rather than on 
any theories of natural (or demonic) action. h ough demons are 
called in to explain certain things about how magic works, the base 
principle is simply that signs, as such, cannot have an instrumental 
ef ect upon things in the world, and it is a stupid mistake to believe 
that they do. h is idea will ultimately make his ideas transferable into 
modern thought even when demonic action ceased to have an impor-
tant role in natural explanations. 

 For Aug., however, the ethical component of superstitious sign use 
remains double edged: these practices are reprehensible from a 
human viewpoint because they are illogical; but also, because super-
stitious signs fail to conform to God’s logic of Charity, they at ract 
demons, whose natures are sign oriented, but fundamentally per-
verse: ‘And so all arts of this kind, whether of tril ing or harmful 
superstition, from a certain diseased association of humans and 
demons, a pact, so to speak, constituted of faithless and guileful 
friendship, are thoroughly to be repudiated and l ed by the Christian’ 
( doctr. Chr.  2.23.36). 

 h e idea present here becomes central to the Christian conception 
of magic: magical ef ects  always  depended on the interception of signs 
by demons (even when there did not appear to be any explicit 

demonic pact present). While in Aug.’s day there was also a wide-
spread acceptance of principles of cosmic sympathy—the idea that 
some ef ects of magic can be brought about by the use of occult natu-
ral forces—Aug. does not i nd it philosophically satisfying. So far as 
Aug. is concerned, all such things have their ef ects through engen-
dering occult pacts with demonic intellects (see  civ.  10.11). Cognate 
understandings governed Aug.’s at itudes towards   *astrology   and 
other forms of   *divination  , which, since they also relied on the inter-
pretation of signs (locating meaning in the stars or other random pat-
terns or images), must therefore be a result either of direct demonic 
communication, or the interception and manipulation of human 
signs by demonic intellects. Backing up this idea, numerous loci from 
Aug.’s work   De divinatione daemonum   are cited through later centuries 
as references for the kinds of things demons can do, for their nature 
and substance, and the reasons why they are ot en able to predict the 
future correctly.  

     II .   M edieva l R eception—Encyclopedic 
a nd Lega l

 Both of the above-quoted passages from  doctr. Chr.  are absorbed 
(though unat ributed) by seventh-century encyclopedist   * Isidore 

of Seville    into his entry on  magi  in his encyclopedic book   Etymolo-

giarum libri XX  . h e brief entry  de magis , a compendium of lore on 
magic drawn from many sources, becomes a standard resource for 
writers on magical topics for many centuries to come.   * Hrabanus 

Maurus   , another encyclopedic writer working in ninth-century 
Germany, takes up Isidore’s entry  in toto  and augments it in his short 
treatise   De magicis artibus  . Hrabanus extends Isidore’s entry with 
additional anti-magical passages, including an extended quotation 
(of several pages) from Aug.’s  divin. daem. , as well as shorter segments 
of Augustinian exegesis, and some other passages drawn from  Max-
imus of Turin ,  Ambrosiaster , and   *pseudo-Augustinian writings   
(see Flint 54 n. 57). 

 One of the longstanding generic problems of encyclopedic writing 
is that quotations are frequently strung together without at ribution, 
or with only a vague gesture at their original location.  Valerie Flint  has 
traced the movement of Hrabanus’ adaptation of Isidore into the early 
eleventh century   *canon   law collection by  Burchard of Worms . Bur-
chard takes Isidore’s  de magis  from Hrabanus wholesale, including all 
of Rabanus’ own adaptations and additions, and uses them in his 
  Decretum   (10.1–47); however, he at ributes them entirely to Aug. 
(Flint 57–8). Extended passages on magic at ributed to Aug., but 
which actually derive from  Hrabanus Maurus  (probably via Bur-
chard), also occur in the   Panormia   of the early twelt h-century canon-
ist   * Ivo of Chartres    (  Panormia   8.66 f .) As well (probably via Ivo), 
there are extended passages deriving from Hrabanus at ributed to 
Aug. in   *Gratian  ’s   Decretum  , composed toward the middle of the 
twelt h century. When Gratian addresses i ve questions on sorcery 
(  Decretum  ,  pars secunda ,  causa  26), question 5, which is at ributed to 
the  civ. , is drawn entirely from Hrabanus.  Civ.  is also a putative source 
for the Ps.-Aug. in Ivo, though both Gratian and Ivo do correctly 
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at ribute passages drawn from Aug.’s  divin. daem.  as well as passages 
from  doctr. Chr.  (passages which appear, but are unat ributed, in Hra-
banus’ text). 

 Two things may be noted here. First, a strong anti-magical view 
bearing Aug.’s name dominated the medieval legal apprehension of 
magic, though in fact it is a sort of potpourri of genuine and 
pseudo-Augustinian materials through which the rigorous charac-
ter of his thinking is much diluted. Second, however, at least some 
of the genuine Augustinian passages were recognizable enough to 
have been sit ed out from Hrabanus’ writings and correctly at rib-
uted by the later canonists, and thus it can be seen that Aug. contin-
ued to wield an inl uence in canon law despite the misat ributions. 
h e legal texts are concerned primarily with the delineation of 
practices to be avoided and the grounds for their avoidance, and 
not primarily with philosophical distinctions about possible natu-
ral causes or agencies for their ef ects. Nevertheless, through the 
legal texts, the basic idea that magic always involves  signs  which 
entail  communication with demons  gets broad exposure as a working 
dei nition of magical action that is embedded in an ethical frame-
work. And Gratian is in fact not infrequently cited as a scientii c 
authority by philosophers, so there was not a i rm line between 
these things.  

     III .   M edieva l R eception—Theologica l 
a nd Philosophica l

 By the thirteenth century, there had been signii cant changes in the 
intellectual climate. New magic texts had begun to proliferate which 
freshly replicated the kinds of talismanic and ritual practices against 
which Aug. had originally reacted. Following the inl ux of Latin 
translations from Arabic sources which bore the Aristotelian corpus 
into Europe, there were now available treatises on astronomy which 
further developed theories of astral inl uence, as well as a new body of 
practical texts on talismanic magic. From other quarters theurgic 
practices, too, began to re-emerge, alongside necromancy or nigro-
mancy (i.e. magic that worked by explicit techniques of demon 
binding). 

 As noted, Aug.’s theory gave no ground to the idea that the temper-
ing of bodies could be naturally achieved by an amulet of any type, 
at ributing all ef ects to occult  signii cationes , rather than occult natural 
powers. h e thirteenth century, however, had a substantial new body 
of theory governing occult qualities. It had become widely accepted 
that celestial bodies had an ef ect on mat er that could be enhanced by 
use of sympathetic materials (and sometimes astral images or i gures); 
that bodily  spiritus  could be af ected by the imagination; and also that 
the imagination could af ect other bodies through  spiritus . h ese 
principles of ered a variety of non-demonic means by which amulets 
and ligatures might be seen to work even from outside the body, and 
some amulets were now able to be characterized as working by a philo-
sophically acceptable ‘natural magic’. 

 While there was no specialized qualii er in the Middle Ages to set 
apart the kind of illicit magic that Aug. understood to be worked by 

hidden signii cations, the term recently coined to cover this area by 
 Nicolas Weill-Parot  is ‘addressative magic’, i.e. magic understood to 
work because it works by means of an (ot en occult) addressee. While 
thirteenth-century thinkers agreed in principle that addressative 
magic was to be avoided, there was not complete agreement on what 
constituted addressative magic at the level of practice. h is is partly 
because the texts for constructing images usually included a mix of 
both natural and addressative elements (a fact widely recognized in 
the literature), and partly because what constituted a ‘natural’ prop-
erty was not always completely clear. 

 h e thirteenth-century   Speculum astronomiae  , an inl uential trea-
tise on astronomy for a long time believed to be the work of   * Albert 

the Great   , includes several chapters devoted to sorting image magic 
texts into legitimate and illegitimate categories, and its criterion for 
legitimacy is based on the avoidance of addressative magic, including 
invocations, signs, and characters. h e author i nds unproblematic 
astral images that are made without invocations or characters, and 
even gives some leeway to spoken words when he suggests that words 
could be used in the making of such images that were purely and 
clearly descriptive of the operators intent (e.g. ‘this is an image for the 
destruction of scorpions’), and that such words would not probably 
summon any demons (adding, ‘not that I commend them . . .’;   Specu-

lum   171).  Albert the Great  himself speaks with unselfconscious admi-
ration of the power of astral images carved on stones (  Book of Minerals   
140–5). And  Roger Bacon , following well-known passages in Avicen-
na’s   De anima  , upheld the idea that words spoken with strong convic-
tion and i rm intent could have a power and ef ect that was entirely 
natural through mobilization of the force of soul on bodily  spiritus  
(  Opus maius   397). 

 All such understandings worked (at least loosely) within the 
Augustinian prohibition against demonic magic, inasmuch as most 
philosophers concurred that no non-demonic power inhered in signs 
or language  as such , though power might inhere in incidental proper-
ties of language (such as properties of sound or breath), or in its power 
to move the soul (to concretize intent, and thereby af ect the  spiritus ). 
Nevertheless, thirteenth-century thinkers greatly broadened the 
number of actual practices that counted as ‘natural’, and thereby 
allowed room for many types of magic which Aug. himself would not 
have countenanced. 

 Astrological i gures, however, posed a special problem: did such 
things operate by trapping natural stellar powers at the moment of 
their making, or were they merely signs? As we have seen, many 
favoured more leeway in the use of astral images, understanding their 
properties as essentially natural. In this regard,   * h omas Aquinas    is 
one of the most rigorous interpreters of Aug. in the thirteenth century. 
Like other medieval philosophers, h omas concedes intrinsic power 
to the celestial bodies and their ai  liated materials, yet he draws a line 
at astral i gures. h omas deals with magic as Aug. did, under the head-
ing of ‘superstition’, in the   Summa theologiae   2a2ae.96 as well as in the 
  Summa contra Gentiles   3.104–5. In the   Summa theologiae  , he treats the 
problem of the natural power of astral images in article 2 of question 
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96, arguing that artii cial shape is not a principle of natural action, 
since its immediate cause is the conception of the artii cer; hence 
artii cial forms cannot obtain power from the stars the way naturally 
made things do. He quotes Aug.’s passage on ligatures, understanding 
it to cover the kind of practices used in image magic, and he brings to 
bear Aug.’s arguments dismissing Porphyry’s acceptance of the occult 
power of natural things in  civ.  h omas notes that astral images dif er 
from necromantic images in that the lat er involve explicit invocations 
whereas astral images involve what he calls ‘tacit pacts’ through signs. 
h us h omas notices and explicates the fact that Aug. includes in the 
notion of demonic ‘pact’ many signs which do not disclose explicit 
pacts or make deliberate invocations. With rigorous logic, h omas 
narrows down the i eld of things that can be seen to constitute natural 
action, and takes a stricter stance against astral images than many 
others of his day, including the author of the   Speculum astronomiae   
and Albert the Great. It may be noted, however, that while it is faithful 
to Aug. in all the most important respects, h omas’s theory is more 
reliant on an idea of natural operation than Aug.’s.  

     I V.   R enaissa nce M agic a nd the Protesta nt 
R efor m ation   

 In the fourteenth and i t eenth centuries, would-be practitioners of 
the new natural magic now had to react not only to the Augustinian 
prohibitions against signs, but more critically to h omas’s clarii ca-
tion of them, which works in concert with a newly delimited, newly 
Aristotelianized idea of nature. In some early modern Catholic writ-
ings, Aug. and h omas appear to speak with one voice, and are cited 
so close together that it sometimes becomes hard to tell who said 
what. For example in  Heinrich Kramer ’s notorious anti-witch manual 
compiled in the 1480s, the   Malleus malei carum   pt 1, question 5, on the 
origins of witchcrat , is a pastiche of authorities on magic, laying out 
the principles of natural magic in order to exempt them from suspi-
cion of witchcrat . h is section is dominated by h omas and Aug., but 
Aug.’s ideas all appear embedded in a h omistic idea of created nature, 
which disallows addressative magic while allowing natural magic in 
principle. 

 For those interested in  using  the talismanic practices associated 
with natural magic in this period, theological correctness now neces-
sitated a positive alignment of image magic with h omistic philoso-
phy. h e intrinsic dii  culty of this alignment is somewhat eased by 
the early modern at ribution to  h omas Aquinas  of a work called the 
  De fato  , probably writ en by  Albert the Great , containing ideas in line 
with Albert’s more lenient, non-addressative interpretation of image 
magic. It is somewhat aided as well by  Marsilio    * Ficino   ’s reinterpreta-
tion, in the last book of his   De vita   (writ en in the 1480s), of one of 
h omas’s more uncharacteristically ambiguous passages regarding 
i gures in the   Summa contra Gentiles  , which Ficino reads as in fact 
allowing a potential natural action to  i gures  on images (though not 
writing or characters of other kinds). h is passage and its conse-
quences for Ficinian natural magic have been extensively discussed 
(Copenhaver 532–4; Weill-Parot 2002a, 639–71). It sui  ces to note 

here that h omas’s clarii cation of Aug., which embeds Aug.’s sign 
theory more thoroughly in a philosophy of nature, is actually used by 
the Renaissance magicians who follow him to further a lenient opin-
ion of talismanic magic which is the very reverse of Aug.’s (and would 
probably have been slightly unfamiliar to h omas himself). 

 In a similar way, the specii c text condemnations found in the writ-
ings of h omas Aquinas as well as in the   Speculum astronomiae   could 
be used to further the aims of those early modern magicians (such as 
Cornelius   * Agrippa von Net esheim   ,  John Trithemius , or  John Dee ) 
who might be interested in theurgy (or angel conjuring) for their own 
reasons. h e early modern theurgist could iterate on his own behalf 
the earlier condemnations of medieval authorities, and by distancing 
himself from the bad medieval magical practices, in some measure 
protect his own from condemnation (even while returning, ot en 
enough, through Hermes and through the  prisca theologia , more 
nearly to the Neo-Platonic and pagan practices which actually trig-
gered Aug.’s anti-magical reaction). 

 Paradoxically (or not), it is not until at empts are forgone to place 
magic in a context of natural philosophy that we arrive at a view of 
magic which can be recognized simultaneously as Augustinian and 
modern. We must return to a position where the moral imperative 
that signs should be  comprehensible  overrides the common considera-
tions of physics or ‘natural magic’, thus rendering visible Aug.’s original 
semiotic logic. 

 It is possible to demonstrate that the anti-Papist rhetoric of the 
Reformation is embedded in a long habit of anti-magical thinking 
conditioned by Aug. A common feature of the more extreme polemic 
of Protestant writers against Catholicism was the accusation that 
priests indulged in sorcery. In these accusations, the term ‘sorcery’ 
cuts in two directions, being identii ed on the one hand with illicit 
necromantic practices (since necromancy was known to be a genre of 
text modelled on normal liturgies and writ en and used by priests 
more than others), and on the other with normal Catholic liturgical 
activities, such as blessings, performance of sacraments, and the mass. 
 Helen Parrish  discusses Reformation propaganda against Catholic 
liturgies, quoting the objection to the ritual gestures of the mass by 
 h omas Crowley  in the 1540s, who ‘likened the ritual gestures of the 
priest at Mass to the movements of a magician “full of turnes & halfe 
turnes, beckeinges and duckeinges, crosseynges, tosseynges and 
tumblings” ’ (Parrish 68). Here the priest’s actions, the ‘crosseynges, 
tosseynges and tumblings’, appear in the category of signs rendered 
suspect by their failure to be clearly legible, an index of magic learned 
from long training in Aug.’s school. h e priest’s odd actions, seen from 
a Protestant’s (or outsider’s) viewpoint, are imaginary signs, without 
clear purport on their own terms, but with an instrumental aim. 

 In a similar vein, the famous sceptic and witchcrat  debunker 

 Reginald Scot  spares no argument in declaring that Catholic liturgies 
and necromantic ritual practices are exactly the same thing in his   Dis-

covery of Witchcrat   , i rst published in London in  1584 . He at acks in 
particular the fact that, as he sees it, priests treat the signs they use as 
instrumental, asserting in their ritual language that their consecrated 
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holy water, salt, and candles may heal bodily injuries as well as the 
soul’s ini rmity; and yet, according to Scot, ‘neither soule nor bodie 
any thing recover, nor the Candles last one minute the longer’ (Scot 
15.39, 272). 

 It is plain to Scot that the Catholic liturgies are superstitious, 
because they at ribute physical instrumentality to verbal formula-
tions. Further, Scot suggests that most Catholic practices can be 
aligned either with necromancy (he shows how priests are constantly 
exorcizing devils) or theurgy (inasmuch as priests expect  ex opere 

operato  action from divinity, i.e. ef ect from the mere performance of a 
religious act, which is hardly bet er). Although they are directed at 
Catholicism rather than paganism, these judgements arise directly 
from Aug.’s categories, and view vain religious practice in the same 
terms. While Scot’s   Discovery of Witchcrat    is a book that has a nonpa-
reil reputation for scepticism, its scepticism lies more in an ethically 
coloured presupposition about the way signs ought to be used than in 
a coherent philosophy in which natural causation is explicated. 

 Yet while Scot is to some extent aware of using Catholic arguments 
against Catholic practices, he appears unaware of any important debt 
to Aug. in his anti-magical rhetoric. Like other polemical Reforma-
tion writers he is more likely to cast both h omas and Aug. as mere 
enablers of the Papist position via their related but distinct exposi-
tions of  ex opere operato  sacraments. In  Reginald Scot , and other early 
modern writers of the same stamp, the anti-magical stance becomes 
less a philosophically informed position than an at itude.  

     V.   Moder n Aca demic Wr iting 
a nd M a x Weber   

 h e Protestant at itude lingers and continues to emerge in varying 
forms in academic discourse on religion, ot en representing the logic 
which identii es magic with sacraments as a newly seen idea or newly 
invented theory. h e history of academic apprehensions of magic, 
particularly in sociology and anthropology from the nineteenth cen-
tury on, has been analysed most recently and thoroughly in the book 
  Making Magic   by  Randall Styers , though there is still more work to be 
done in this area to correct the appearance of complete discontinuity 
between the modern and medieval at itudes. However, Styers’s work 
accurately traces the nineteenth- and twentieth-century intellectual 
history, showing how writers ot en in unconscious or unat ributed 
ways replicate the Protestant anti-magical at itudes, depicting all reli-
gious beliefs and practices increasingly as antithetical to rational 
thought and in the end relegating religion itself to the domain once 
occupied by magic. 

 Perhaps the most famous work which both embodies and expli-
cates the transit from Protestant religion to modern secular rational-
ism is  Max Weber ’s landmark book   h e Protestant Ethic and the Spirit 

of Capitalism   (i rst published as a two-part article in  1904–5  in   Archiv 

für Sozialwissenschat  und Sozialpolitik  ). Like many other modern 
sociologists and anthropologists, Weber is thoroughly Protestant in 
his own identii cation of the magical with the sacramental. Indeed, 
he tends not to use the words ‘magic’ and ‘sacramental’ independ-

ently, but may rather use one as modii er for the other (e.g. ‘sacra-
mental magic’), or substitute one for the other (‘magic as a means to 
salvation’). 

 h e interest of Weber’s ideas lies in his perception of the modern 
secularized world as deriving from religion as a logical  development  of 
it, rather than as an  antithesis  to religion, or an idea that closes in 
upon it from without. For him, the ‘demagii cation’ (‘Entzauberung’, 
ot en translated ‘disenchantment’, a concept introduced in Weber 
 1930 , 105) of the world was a demagii cation of Christianity, by Chris-
tianity, and taking place from within Christianity, along theological 
lines which had been present in Christianity from early on. He 
depicts this modern   Entzauberung   as the fuli lment of the need of 
organized religion increasingly to limit and coni ne the role of sacra-
ments (i.e., in Weber’s terminology, ‘magic’, which is to say instru-
mental signs), and thus to snip the power lines leading from heaven 
to earth. For Weber, religion and magic began as the same thing, 
originated in the same impulse (an evolutionary perspective traced 
in Weber  1963 , 2–19). But religion is magic that  wishes to be rational ; 
and, thus, wherever it achieves this goal, religion becomes its own 
antidote—it ends by eliminating all the magic on which its reasoning 
was founded (as epitomized in the construction of the concept of 
  Entzauberung  ; see Weber  1930 , 105). 

 By this logic, for Weber, religious faith requires a much bigger ef ort 
in the modern age than ever before in history; it requires nothing less 
than a complete surrender of the rational faculty to the illusion of a 
vanished time in which real contact with the impassible deity actually 
appeared possible. Dei ning ‘theology’ as representing ‘an intellectual 
 rationalization  of the possession of sacred values’ (Weber  1946 , 153, 
original emphasis), Weber goes on to state that ‘in every positive the-
ology, the devout reaches the point where the Augustinian sentence 
holds: “ credo non quod sed quia absurdum est ” ’ (Weber  1946 , 154). 

 h is quotation (‘I do not believe what is absurd, but believe 
because it is absurd’) appears to be of modern coinage; it has been 
at ributed at dif erent times to both Aug. and Tertullian, though in 
fact is not found in this form in the writings of either (for exposition 
of the presumed location in Tertullian that may have engendered it, 
see Sider 417). It is of interest here for the way that it encapsulates for 
Weber the stress of religious belief in the modern age, which ulti-
mately requires what Weber calls the ‘intellectual sacrii ce’ (Weber 
 1946 , 154). 

 Weber is aware of Aug. as a profound exponent of the intellectual 
rationalization of religion, and refers to him as one who grasped all 
along the dii  cult necessity of the world’s demagii cation. To a certain 
extent this is true; that is, Aug. probably did look toward a kind of 
demagii cation of the world as much as anyone placed in his world 
could possibly have done. However Weber’s misquotation displaces 
Aug.’s real objection to magic onto a pseudo-Augustinian (but more 
modern sounding) statement about the dii  culty of religion per se. 
Whatever critique can be levelled against Weber’s theories (and many 
have been), it is plain that his ideas remain embedded in an anti- 
magical matrix that he himself believes consistent with Aug.’s thought. 
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And although his basis for thinking this is quite wrong, he is also not 
entirely incorrect.   

      Cla ir e Fa nger     

     Agr ippa von Nettesheim, Heinr ich Cor nelius ; 
  A lbert the Gr e at  ;  A ngels ;  Astrology a nd 
Astronom y ;  Ca non L aw ;   Decr etum  of Gr ati a n ; 
 Demons ;  Di v ination ;   Ficino, M a r silio  ;   Hr a ba nus 
M aurus  ;   Isidor e of Sev ille  ;   I vo of Ch a rtr es  ;  Pseudo-
Augustini a n W r itings ;  Signs a nd Semiotics ;   Thom as 
Aquinas  ;  W ill     
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     Malebranche, Nicholas       ( 1638–1715 )     

    Could it be that the Oratorian M. was not ‘Augustinian’? h e question 
seems at i rst sight like a paradox, given that M.’s Augustinianism 
appears so self-evident. Does not his thesis, generally referred to as 
‘vision in God’, i nd its source in the doctrine of illumination upheld 
by Aug.? M. himself, in the preface to his   Recherche de la vérité   ( 1674 ), 
frequently invokes the holy doctor and the whole of his work is shot 
through with references to Aug. An examination of these quotations 
from Aug., and of their reactivation in the thought of a man who was 
indebted to René   *Descartes   (and to a reading of his treatise   De 

l’homme  ) for his conversion to philosophy, may however lead us to 
modify this initial impression. 

 h e studies in philosophy which M. pursued at the Collège de la 
Marche (where he received instruction from ‘M. Rouillard, a famous 
Peripatetic’, as Père André tells us in his   Vie du p. Malebranche  ) let  
him, it seems, with a sense of disappointment, as his later severity 
towards scholastic disputes bears witness. For similar reasons he 
found no greater satisfaction in theology, which he studied for three 
years at the Sorbonne, from  1656 to 1659 . He entered the Oratory in 
 1660 , where he immersed himself in the thought of Pierre de   *Bérulle   
who had founded the Oratory in  1611 . Aug. was viewed by him then as 
a spiritual guide. It was, however, his discovery of Cartesian philoso-
phy in  1664 , the very year in which he was ordained a priest, which led 
him to deepen his understanding of the works of Aug. 

 It was ten years later, having taken the time to enrich his knowledge, 
that he published his great work,   Recherche de la vérité   ( 1674–5 ). Con-
stantly republished, and soon supplemented by the  Éclaircissements  


